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Abstract: Reviewing different views and definitions labelling the psychological state of ‘being’ when a
musician reaches peak performance, this study examines the hypothetical assumption that theories and
movement from taichi’s qi flow (the Chinese medical term for vital force) may be a factor in contributing to what
various scholars in psychological study as ‘flow,’ ‘peak experience,’ ‘heightened arousal,’ ‘becoming’ and so
forth. The phenomenon and existence of the Chinese traditional scientific belief in qi flow is examined and
applied to piano playing. Whether qi is just an experience similar to blood circulation in a Western viewpoint
is considered. As a result of taichi motion analysis and practice-led research, three major factors contributing
to qi flow are identified. The concept of yin and yang in taichi together with circular motion and the attainment
of qi flow are highlighted. The article exemplifies a new mind-body concept from a taichi perspective and its
application to the kinematic process of piano playing.
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INTRODUCTION In contrast, the study of  taichi and  its effect on

A considerable amount of research in music rapidly  in  recent  years.  For  example,  Irwin  [2],
psychology has focused on mental technique and McGibbon  et al. [3], Yeh  et. al. [4] and Tekin et. al. [5]
management in performance anxiety [1]. Suggestions provide  studies  that  prove  taichi’s  efficiency  with
among practitioners of the use of Eastern principles of regard to mind-body intervention in various health
physical   relaxation  and  mental  power  are common, conditions such as shingles, tension type headache, high
such as in the Chinese internal martial art taichi (or blood pressure and preventing the loss of physical
taijiquan in Chinese Romanisation defined as ‘taichi function in elderly. However, similar to the study of music
boxing’) and the Indian meditative and physical practice performance in anxiety management, the literature in these
of  yoga.  However,  a deeper intellectual teaching of interdisciplinary studies seldom looked into the actual
bodily movement – for instance, how the philosophy of enactment of taichi and its philosophy, instead, only its
yin and yang is epitomised in each and every structure effect on  participants in a particular chosen experiment
and the shape of taichi  movement  in  application to has been studied.
piano playing – is rarely investigated. In our practice-led Taichi itself is a martial art that involves both
research, we found that the aforementioned Chinese psychological and physiological input according to its
internal martial art has more to offer than its relaxation underlying theory of  yin and yang, that is often  termed
technique. Thus, a deeper study into taichi, especially in  philosophical  study  as  Chinese science. According
looking  into  its bodily movement, movement principles to Bennett [6], Chinese  sciences can be depicted  as a
and philosophy may furnish more details in the study of system  of  applied cosmology. This article brings
enactment, such as in the kinematic process of music attention to one of taichi’s component, qi which is
performance. difficult to verify scientifically but which at the same time

health as an alternative medicine has been growing
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offers a hypothetical assumption that it is closely related The last one, weiqi, stays outside the meridian channels
to the psychological state of peak experience. However, as a form of immunisation.
the lack of scientific evidence raises the speculation of According to Wang [9], a master of  taichi, the
that qi may just be a misunderstood physiological practice  of  taichi relies on  the  cultivation  of  pre-birth
condition of blood circulation. Therefore, this study qi. Sim and Gaffney [12] explain that this is due to the
explores the theories and phenomenon of qi flow in taichi nature of post-birth qi derived from food, air and exercise
and tests its application in piano playing. Our data are the being perceived to be transient and easily dissipated. The
result of practice-led and action-based research entailed famous 19  generation bearer of the Chen-style taichi
by extensive participant observation, study and practice Chen Zhenglei, suggests that post-birth qi is ‘slow and
in taichi and its philosophy, going on to assess its stiff’ whilst pre-birth qi  is  more  powerful  [12].  It is
phenomenon in piano playing by looking at our our own notable that pre-birth qi originates from the lower
particular experiences as pianists. As little is known about abdominal area (around the dantian, qihai and mingmen)
qi in the piano playing world, it is difficult to elucidate that suggest the area as the core controller of movement,
this theory without defining the Chinese medical term given its role as the centre of qi.
from a taichi point of view. Looking at the Chinese medical point of  view, qi is

Examining taichi theories and movement, we deliver part of the biological system and acts as a substance that
a hypothetical assumption that qi may be a phenomenon flows through the body to assure good health. However,
that contributes to ‘peak performance’ or ‘oneness’ and due to the absence of concrete scientific proof of qi’s
may be the main factor of  fluidity  in kinematic process literal nature and within the scope of a Western  medical
which we aim to apply to piano playing. The concept of qi perspective, in  this article we can only consider qi in its
involves both physiological and psychological aspects, figurative form, treating it as a synonym for movement as
which we resolve by defining it in two ways in order to opposed to a physical substance. Whatever the case may
accommodate the domain of Chinese medicine and the be, we attempt to legitimize that qi, in a taichi perspective,
Western scientific discipline: first, classifying qi as a is perceived as a vital force governed by mental technique
substance that flows through the body; and secondly, that flows and connects the whole body to work as one
considering qi as an imagery technique in movement unit. More importantly, the main focus in this article is not
along the concept of mind-body intervention. to argue whether or not qi is a substance without

Chinese  medicine holds qi to be a physiological scientific evidence, but to illuminate the taichi teaching of
component that flows throughout the body, in much the manipulating qi flow via a mind-body intervention in
same way that blood flows through the veins. Qi delivering movement.
maintains our bodies by flowing through the so-called Various theories of mind-body connection as a goal
“meridian channels” (jingluo) in  a  balanced state of yin in enactment are exemplified in the writing of many
and  yang  [7, 8]. There are thought to be 12 major scholars. Consequently, diverse forms and descriptions
meridian channels which may be divided into two groups, come into view and the search for a direct lexical term to
six in yin and six in yang, all of which are connected to our define such a condition of ‘oneness’ becomes complex.
organs [9]. Traditional Chinese medicinal studies have Drawing similarities with opinions from different scholars,
categorized four main types of  qi in the human body: it may be difficult to search for the right expressions and
yuanqi, zongqi, yingqi and weiqi. terms to define this condition of ‘oneness’ that refers to

Yuanqi is also  known  as  xian  tian  qi or pre-birth the state when a person delivers his or her movement
qi, it is believed to originate in one of the points  along naturally and flawlessly without the presence of obstacles
the meridian channel named mingmen. Other sources whilst the mental state is fully engaged. In this respect,
claim that it is from a point between the two kidneys [10, Green and Gallwey [13] describe the technique to achieve
11] or within the kidney [12], which is located at the hub such condition as ‘letting go,’ which they explain as when
of qi often known as dantian in Chinese medicine and the one loses one’s character or emotion in the music
kinesiology of internal martial arts, that is situated below portrayed by ‘becoming the music.’ The authors place
the navel. The other three namely zongqi,  yingqi and great importance in ‘awareness’ and state that one must
weiqi, are hou  tian qi or post-birth qi. Zongqi is a vital always be perceptive if in a state of ‘trying’ or ‘being.’
source of energy emanating from the chest, derived from Similarly, Ortiz [14] defines the state of ‘flowing with
the food and oxygen we consume. Yingqi is responsible nature’ with an emphasis that one must be aware to
for    transporting      nutrients      in      the     bloodstream. identify two conditions: ‘being’ and ‘trying to be.’ To him,
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these two conditions are present in our daily lives and this theory may be a potential answer to questions of
being aware of either a ‘being’ or ‘trying to be’ state of explaining the condition of total body involvement.
mind is the most common struggle.

Pianist Arrau describes the condition of being MATERIALS AND METHODS
involved and relaxed as ‘becoming one with the music’
[15]. Parallel to Arrau, Zhao [16] also perceives piano The research is interdisciplinary in nature and took
playing as being in a state of qi gong (a form of Chinese on a practice-led approach. Two researchers, pianists with
meditative practice that regulates qi), emphasising 10 years’ experience  in taichi training, undertook a four-
brainwork in the state of freedom and relaxation [16]. phased process in exploring the hypothetical assumption

Arrau’s and Zhao’s ideas are comparable to taichi’s of qi flow and testing its application to piano playing. 
principle of emptiness in the form of yin that points to  the The first phase involved an in-depth study into the
emphasis  of  relaxation. Visually, we may perceive piano theories and motoric process of  qi cultivation in taichi.
playing is  all about ‘action’ and neglect its contrary. The learning process of taichi can be divided into three
Looking deeper into taichi’s perspective, action does not levels: building a fundamental stance on the feet as a
involve only force but relaxation as well. Force is seen as foundation for the body where the foot stance ensures a
yang and relaxation  is yin, which therefore form balanced solid base for the upper body in action [21]; attaining the
properties that deliver movement. Thus, in taichi and in command of smooth circular and spiral movement that
piano playing too, relaxation becomes an  important factor coordinates the whole body in action; and finally, using
in attaining the condition of qin ren he yi and ‘becoming mental  intent  to guide movement regulated with
the music.’ In the West, Davidson and Jorge [17] who breathing. The attainment of taichi, a phenomenon of
examined a pianist’s bodily experience and who describe total body involvement in movement that conforms to the
the condition as heightened awareness or arousal, found natural principles of yin and yang, is achieved after
Guattari’s term ‘becoming’ as the closest in defining the accomplishment of these fundamental techniques. 
condition of a performer’s sense of ‘becoming one with In taichi, it is believed that utilization of qi attains a
the sound’ where the temporal aspects become non- smooth, flowing movement. Theories found in Wang
existent. Zongyue’s taichi treatise Explanation of  the Thirteen

These concepts and descriptions of ‘becoming’ such Forms (Shi San Shi Xing Gong Jie), refer to the Chinese
a particular ‘moment’ or ‘condition’ during movement are proverb qi xing ru jiu qu zhu (qi flows like a chain
identical to the concept of ‘flow’ developed by holding nine pearls). The pearls may be seen to represent
psychologist Csikszentmihalyi [18], or what the pianist various body parts and limbs held by a chain (referring to
Grindea [19] terms ‘peak experience.’ In the discussion of qi). Shao [22] expands on the pearl analogy by asserting
‘flow’ Csikszentmihalyi [18] lays great emphasis on the that the qi facilitates a continuous action from the internal
birth of different approaches from Eastern civilisation body to the outer. The implication of this is that a smooth
including  taichi in developing  body and mental control movement does not just involve the limbs associated with
regimes. Evans [20] who terms the state of flow as ‘zen’ that  movement, but the total body. The taichi condition
claims that in order to achieve it the performer may need as a mind-body process resonates in Wang Zongyue’s
to shift from the Western cultural norms of  prioritising taichi classic quotations such as ‘intention and qi is the
control to the Eastern way of ‘letting go,’ where ruler while the bones and  muscles  are  the  ministers’ (yi
awareness and openness are the main concepts. qi jun lai gu rou chen) and also ‘using qi to guide the

All the above ideas from various scholars are closely body’ (yi qi yun shen), which is related to the term ‘total
linked to an obstacle-free and a relaxed condition in body involvement’ [23] or ‘integrated body’ [12] when the
action. Therefore, studying taichi and participating in whole body is engulfed by the smooth flowing of qi.
lessons, our data show that the ideology of  using mind Qi rather than force is  the  main  impetus  that
work and qi flow, that is so closely related to relaxation delivers  movement.  Qi  is  guided   by   yi   (mental
consists of a series of factors and pre-requisites that intent), in order  to deliver  such  movement. An
conform to the philosophy of yin and yang. In this paper, advanced practitioner of  taichi is able to use yi to guide
we adopt the term ‘taichi condition’ as defining such a qi (vital force) in leading motion. Without  the
state of attainment of qi flow that unites the whole body aforementioned intention, focus on  muscular strength
in action, in which all rules of action and conditions are alone is  inefficient.  This belief has been held by the
based on the philosophy of yin and yang. We posit that Daoists for the last thousand years [24]. The aim of using
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qi in taichi is to attain the most natural and balanced form yang, addressing the complementary opposite entities of
of movement. These theories serve as a backbone in solidity and emptiness. In this respect, the foot stance is
practising movement  in taichi. In accomplishing the final practised in analogy to the root of a tree, as a stable and
level of taichi participation, deciding factors that solid structure or platform for movement. Zhong [26]
influence qi cultivation in enactment were identified and believes that strength from the feet provides energy and
analyzed. stability from the lower body  to attain greater qi

The second phase of research was data accumulation concentration in the hands.
and confirmation of the above selected theories and In addition, balancing between the yin and yang is
movement of taichi to apply to piano playing. These also an important criterion in assuring smooth qi flow.
include employment of mental intent, fundamental The principle of yin zhong you yang  yang zhong you yin
principles governing the fluidity of shifting between (in yin there is yang and in yang there is yin) forms an
solidity (yang) and emptiness (yin) and circular important rule in governing the balance between muscular
movement. The third phase revealed a process of contraction and relaxation. This principle is an important
applying selected theories and movement of taichi to the factor in attaining smooth flow of qi when stagnancy is
existing piano pedagogy. Two pianists each selected a absent. For example, a taichi practitioner must never over-
piece that was familiar and could be played by memory in strain in generating force through muscular contraction
order to ensure optimal application of taichi and to avoid (yang) as a smaller amount of inactiveness (i.e. relaxation
inconsistency caused in the result due to other factors. or flexibility in the form of yin) should be present and vice
Lastly, the final phase is a dissemination of the versa during relaxation. Either a full yang (complete
researchers’ findings and experiences. muscular contraction) or a full yin (complete relaxation) is

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION both the foot stance and the whole body in action.

Data collected from our practice-led study clearly theories and movement of taichi to piano playing, the
identified that the physical approach of taichi as an findings affirm that key resistance, finger dexterity,
internal form of martial art is different from most other strength and endurance like that of the taichi foot stance
sports such as running or wushu. Our participation in are paralleled to the yin and yang theories. In piano
taichi revealed that learning the internal martial art is not playing, our findings reveal that the firmness and stability
just a movement exercise, but also  a  study  into the of fingers allowed relaxation technique, flexibility and
philosophy  of  taichi.  In other words, the whole body roundness of  the  rest  of  the  non-finger apparatus:
and its movement are reasoned according to the theory of arms, joints, body,  waist  and  so  forth. This conforms to
yin and yang and this involves psychological element. the principle of taichi where relaxation and flexibility
Attaining the philosophy of  taichi in movement then become factors for the smooth flowing qi. Relating the
means to ascribe to the theory that the whole body works notion of ‘solidity at the bottom’ to a pianist’s long
in unity according to the principle of the two entities of practice in building finger dexterity and strength, this
yin and yang that change and regulate to achieve balance foundational stability becomes the core factor that allows
[25]. The binary of  yin and yang thus becomes a guide in relaxation and flexibility for the upper body in action (as
application to bodily movement. The following delineates in ‘the above in emptiness’). The pedagogical theories
the selected theories and movement that  contributed to between taichi and piano playing from these findings
qi flow in taichi in application to piano playing: yin and reveals similarity between taichi and piano playing where
yang as foundation movement,  circular  movement  and the foundation of  foot stance parallels finger dexterity,
qi regulation [25]. strength and key-resistance in forming the preliminary

Firstly, the beginning level of practising taichi foundation to attain circular movement as the next phase.
involved the foundational building and comprehension of In the second phase, taichi’s circular hand and body
the notion xia shi shang xu (solidity at the bottom, the movement was taught as a technique that achieves
above in emptiness) [26], is important for the fundamental smooth flowing movement. This circular movement is
basics of taichi practice. The notion denotes that stability believed to be one of the important factors in acquiring
of the stance performed by the taichi practitioner is a pre- smooth qi flow. The findings reveal that the existing
requisite for flexibility of  movement in the upper body. technique of rotation, curved fingers and motion in
This principle comes from the philosophy of yin and circular shape in piano pedagogy conforms to a certain

perceived as stagnancy [27]. This principle is applied to

During the session of applying these fundamental
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extent to the theories in taichi. During the piano playing circulation. The application of mental intent and an
session, concurrently recalling memory of taichi’s imaginary qi-guided-movement, however, aids the
rounded movement in enactment enabled smoothness in implication of psychological conduct that resulted in total
movement. Familiarity with the fundamental steps and body involvement in action. Concentration moved from
circular movements led us to the final phase of note-wise and motor process to the manipulation of  qi
performance in a succession of using mental intent in flow. Thus the findings suggest that the smooth flow of
guiding qi flow in forming movement. qi comes from an integral bodily process resulting in

The concept of consciousness control in taichi continuity of movement. Besides this, economic use of
called yong yi bu yong li (use intention instead of force came only after entering a psychological state when
strength) was experienced in taichi and later applied in concentration was no longer focused on the hands and
piano playing. During our participation in taichi lessons, fingers, but there was a smooth flow of total body
the instructor in our class was highly perceptive in integration in action, led by the imagined qi flow. The
observing, for instance, the tell-tale signs of  un-focussed result resonates with Zhao’s concept of the qigong
visual gaze and uncoordinated movement in his pupils condition in piano playing and is comparable to the
which occurred when taichi motion is not carried out with concept of ‘qi flows like a chain holding nine pearls’ [16].
consciousness control. Wong explained that movement An example he gives, ‘the halting of force must not break
should  not  be  voluntarily  carried  out  without  full the continuity of awareness’ highlights the importance of
mental concentration. The famous taichi grandmaster the taichi concept of using intention and qi to attain
Chen  Man-Ching  (1901-1975) stressed that movement smooth, continuous movement [16]. Therefore, as a result
that is solely active on the external body without of our study, we term this phenomenon as ‘taichi
involvement of the ‘internal’ should not be labelled as condition.’ This term is better fitted to piano playing, as
taichi [11]. taichi involves movement, unlike qi gong which is

In taichi, this principle is both a philosophical and meditative and motionless. Achievement of a taichi
practical approach to the manipulation of movement. condition in piano playing then means that bodily
Nevertheless, the principle of  employing intention in movements, thoughts and music produced are naturally
force generation should not be  taken  as  a  fallacy of delivered and that the kinematic process can be reasoned
mystical or spiritual power [28]. Consider a body-builder with the yin and yang theory.
or athlete who builds muscular strength to achieve a In this study, the sensations of tingling or numbness
certain movement. A practitioner of taichi would instead on the skin surface, heat and heaviness, described as the
be trained to employ mental technique in guiding motion presence of qi in taichi, were found during piano playing.
to attain the same result that is believed to be These sensations are comparable to the phenomenon of
manipulating qi flow. ‘flow,’ ‘peak experience’ or ‘oneness.’ From a taichi

In our test of performing two solo pieces that we were viewpoint, the results can be explained as the presence of
familiar with, we followed the pedagogical theories from smooth qi flow when intention and movement unite. This
taichi of using mental intent to guide an imagined qi flow conforms to Kobayashi’s and Ishii’s theory where qi is a
from the mingmen area to the central point of the forehead kind of energy that takes its source from the mind and
and passing through the arms to the finger tips. At the body as a whole [29]. 
beginning of the piece, we experienced the same Our own experiences in using qi as a guiding force in
concentration and careful manipulation of breathing with piano playing starts from the mind concentrating on the
movement: inhale during muscular release and exhale musical content, working as an inseparable party with the
during muscular contraction. Subsequently, the whole body and the instrument to produce sound.
psychological state of mind became deeply focused on Attaining this process delivers a natural and quasi-
the sound and mental intent in delivering movement when automatic response, where movement flows naturally.
our experience moved from an intended to a natural However, a specific point when this phenomenon
breathing pattern. Body heat, numbness on the skin happens is difficult to measure and fluctuates from time to
surface and a tingling sensation  that   ran  across  the time depending on the mental state. The experience
fingers to the arms and body were similar as in taichi. conforms to Green and Gallwey’s theory, who relates the

Our results show that in pianism, the same mind-body function as ‘inner game’ and states that
manipulated qi  flow  resulted in  heat in the body. It may natural learning is attainable when movement matches
be argued that the same symptom is a result of blood intention.
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Applying this similar concept to piano playing, Due to the nature of  qi as a traditional Chinese
practising awareness to ensure movement is delivered scientific and medical belief  that is difficult to accept and
from the mind and body working in unity helps to aim has yet to be proven – in Western scientific method, qi
towards a taichi condition. This gives a sensation of remains a figure of psychological imagery. The findings in
total body  involvement and becomes the pursuit of this article thus preserve qi as a psychological and new
guiding movement  through qi. Results showed that force pedagogical reference in the kinematic process of piano
generated through the use of qi as a guide is believed to playing. Other approaches such as infrared thermography
be more economical and powerful than by concentration and bioelectrography can be considered as further study
on muscular contraction. in measuring the presence of qi in pianist.
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